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The IMAGES oceqn coring qnd scientific cooperqtion effofis

IMAGES has been initiated to respond to the challenge of understanding the mechanisms
and consequences of climatic changes using oceanic sedimentary records. Climatic mechanisms
must be studied at global scale using sophisticated models based on high quality data that
represent the variability of surface and deep ocean physical and chemical characteristics during
key periods of recent earth history. Individual research is no longer sufficient to resolve this
problem, because the acquisition of the long sediment cores needed from high sedimentation
iate areas is expensive, and the proper study of such cores demands the use of multiple tools
and large numbers of measurements.
IMAGES has been established by IGBP-PAGES and SCOR to meet these demands. Its major goal
is to foster coordination, at the international level, of scientific programs that address the
scientific goals outlined in the IMAGES nscience and Implementation Planr. Operational
support, based on specific scientific proposals, is sought from national or international scientific
agencies.- 

The following countries and associations of institutions have pledged multi-year funding
starting in 1996 or 1997:
USA (NSF MESH program), France (PNEDC program), Consortium of German Institutions
(Bremen Univ., Kiel Univ. GEOMAR-KieI, AWl-Bremerhaven), Consortium of Canadian
Institutions (coord. by Univ. of New Brunswick), Consortium of Universities from China,
Taiwan, Great Britain (NERC), Consortium New Zealand-Australia, Norway, Portugal and
South Africa. Japan will join in 1998. Proposals are in progress in Denmark, Sweden, Spain,
Russia, Holland and Tunisia.

The next Scientific Committee will meet in Stockholm, AugastTl-77,1997, just prior to the
conference which commemorates the 50th Anniversary of the Albatross Swedish Deep-Sea
Expedition (1947-7948): "Development of Paleoceanography as a New Field of Science".

Dqlq Hondling Working Group
Choir: D. Anderson (dmo@poleosun.ngdc.nooo.gov)
IMAGES consider it imperative to have a
small group of people acting as a permanent
source of advice (by e-mail or direct contact).
Problems are encountered in all data bank
systems, and there is a rapidly developing
knowledge of what to do and what not to do.

o Fulure Working Groups in preporolion

Monsoon voriobility (with SCOR)
Choir: P. Wong (Chino)
Objective: A detailed analysis of the
comparative variability of the Indian and East
Asian Monsoons. Report andlor Conference
in preparation for future cruises and ODPlegs.
To be established in 7998 1f approved by
SCOR.

Weslrern Morgins of the Americos, Alosko
to Chile (in close relofionship io PEP l/V.
Morgroff), with SCOR, PAGES or the lnlrer
Americqn Agency
Prolect prepored by A. Mix (mix@oce.orst.edu)
qnd T. Pedersen (fp@unixg.ubc.co)
Project to be defined in time for submission to
the next Scicom, summer 1997, for the study of
the North-South climatic connexions with
comparison of the oceanic and continental
records.

It aims at a giant coring cruise on margins and
estuaries of the WesternAmerica coasts in the
years 2000-2001.

Southern Oceqn, with SCAR, PAGES
Proposed choirs: R. Gersunde ond D. Hodell
Project to be defined in time for submission
to the next Scicom, summer 1997. Aims at
giant coring cruises and ODPlegs in the years
7999-2001.

A specific oction is considered with SCAR:
ANTIME
Choir: lan Goodwin (lon.Goodwin@utos.edu.ou)
ANTIME aims to core or drill high sediment-
ation rate areas around Antarctica for the
study of decadal climatic variability during
the Holocene.

Working grcup on he revoluqtion of the
CLIMAP I SkyrBP refurence seo sudoce
temperoture mop
Aworkshop is plonned by Allon Mix ond Edouord
Bord os o coorgonizer.
This working group has been created after a
specific demand from the climate modellers
(PMIP, in particular), the 18 kyr BP
reconstruction playing a crucial role for testing
climate and ocean models for different
climatic conditions. They need, as soon as
possible, an improved data set (CD ROM, for
example) with a re-evaluation of the most
criticised aspects of the CLIMAP reconstruc-
tion: sea ice cover, low latitude temperahrre,
separation of the productivity effects on the
transfer function, comparison with U\7,
potential for salinity reconstruction/ more
precise temporal framework, with the precise
definition of what is taken as the LGM
(maximum ice extension, or maximum ice
volume?), and relation to Heinrich events 1

and 2 which correspond to minimum
temperatures in large areas of the northern
hemisphere.

Sediment imoging technicql working
grouP
Choir: F. Rock fock@omg.unb.co)
The need for developing rapidly ultra high
resolution studies on long sedimentary series
and a very large number of cores will demand
new approaches for data acquisition tools and
relations with proxies. It will be necessary to
quantify continuously the perturbationd
inhoduced by bioturbation and sampling; to
develop secondary proxies for interpolating
changes' between the more quantitative
proxies which need sampling of large volumes
of sediments (isotopes, micropaleontological
transfer functions, geochemical parameters...).
The 1-dimensional continuous records
obtained by tools such as the Geotek multi-
Sensor Track represent significant progress,
but are still not sufficient. Tools must now be

IMAGES working grcups, workshops, inlernqtionql cruises
qnd other qctivities

Several working groups, accepted in
general terms by the 1996 Scientific Committee,
have been or will be launched within 1997:

WGI : North Atlontic Ultro high
resolution sludy of the voriobility of
surfoce ond deep wcler hydrology in
relotion with locqlond globol climote
Choir: E. Jonsen (Jonsen@geol.uib.no)
Objective: Selection of sites for giant coring,
during the course of a proposed 1998 or 1999
Marion Dufresne cruise. An international
proposal is in preparation for giant coring
with Marion Dufresne in fjords and estuaries
of theNordic andArctic seas, withinputsfrom
Norway, Iceland, Russia, Canada and France.
The focus will be decadal variability of the last
several thousand years (the Holocene).

WG2: Weslrern Pqcific Worm Poolqnd
Kuroshio WEPAMA
Choir : KuoYen W ei (weiky@cc. ntu.edu.fw)
Objective: Westem Pacific warm pool, westem
boundary curents (Kuroshio, East Australian
current), exchange between marginal seas and
open ocearL sea level effects, correlation
between Northern and Southem Hemispheres,
comparisons between marine and continental
records. Preparation ofa giantcoring cnrise and
ODPdrillings along the westem margins of the
Pacific Ocean by the year 2000.
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developed for2D and 3D imaging with at least
millimetric resolution, and acting on a large
array of physical characteristics (to multiply
the number of proxies which may be
independently estimated). Expensive X-Ray
video digital systems, and muchtoo primitive
colour reflectance video imaging already exist.

o Symposio

Two large symposia have been organized:
Americon Geophysicol Union,
Son Froncisco, USA, December 

,l996

"North Atlontic Voriobility ond Globol Climote
Chonge"
Convenors: F. Bossinot ond D Oppo
15 oral presentations and 53 posters, about 400
participants.

Europeon Union of Geosciences,
Shosbourg, Fronce, Morch 9Z
"Proxies in Poleoceonogrophy ond
Poleoclimotology"
Convenors: M. Sornthein, E. Jonsen, L. Lobeyrie
50 oral presentations and 34 posters, about 300
participants.

The IMAGES community will participate
in the 1998 London PAGES Open Science
meeting, but its main rendez-vous, that year,
and subsequently every 3 years, will be the:

Three international giant coring cruises
have already been organized on board the
French R.V Marion Dufresne, to demonstrate

IrvrAcES
the feasibility of large scale international
collaboration focused on specific paleo-
oceanographic objectives (Fig. 1):

IfYIAGES I (MD 100, Moy-July 95)
Northern Atlontic ond Norwegion Seq
Clrief scienfisls; L. Labeyrie, E. Boyle, Y. Loncelot
The main objective was coring in high
sedimentation rate areas (10 to 20 cm/kyr) in
zones well adapted for the study of the rapid
variability of the thermohaline circulation in
relation to ice sheets dynamics and global
climate. 22 countries and 70 scientists
participated. Funding for the program came
from agencies in France, Canada, Germany,
the U.S. for the main participants, and
Norway, U.K. and Spain as additional projects.
The cruise fulfilled most of its objectives, with
the collection of 43 long (to 53 m), large
diameter piston cores at 41 locations.

IMAGES 2 (Nousicoo MD 105, Ocr-Nov 96)
Western ond Eqslern morgins of Soulh
Africo
Chief scientist: P. Bertrond
The main objectives were the history of the
Indian and Atlantic Oceans connection and of

lnlernqtionql €onference on
Poleoceonogrophy - ICP VI
Lisbon, Portugol, August 23 - 28, 1998
Convenor: F. Abrontes
(i c p 6f oti m o@ m oi l. tel e po c. pt)

The major theme of the Conference is
"Reconstructing Ocean History- a Window
into the Future" with five major topics:
- Polar-hopical and interhemisphere
linkages
- Does the ocean canse or respond to
abrupt climatic changes?
- Biotic responses to major
paleoceanographic changes
- Past warm climates
- Innovations in monitoring ocean history

. IIvIAGES cruises

IMAGES : key areas? cruises and working groups
WG

IMAqES 3
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Key areas , ##W
-#s*B*ffie*tr{ß*#i3sEäiffi;.

heat transport
vertical circulation
productivity

Working groups : WGl = Polar/Arctic seas Ultra-High Resolution
WG2 = Western Pacific Margins
WG3 = Asian Monsoon Evolution
WG4 = Western Margins'of the Americas
WG5 = Southern Ocean



IMAGES
the southeastern Atlantic upwelling region
over the last 300 000 Years.
Participation and co-sponsoring by Tcountries
and university consortia: France, Germany,
Taiwan, UK South Africa, Portugal and The
Netherlands.
23 giantcores (to 40 m) and 19 gravity cores
weie collected. Sediment accumulating at
rates over 15 cm/kyr will allow temporal
resolution of a few hundred years for the
study of the Benguela upwelling system
variability.

IMAGES 3 flPHIS MD 106, MoY'JulY 97)
Southern d.eon south of Austrolio ond o
Souü.North tronsect from South'Eqst
New Zeolqnd lo Soulhern Chinq Seo
Chief scienfisfs; J.L. Turon, E. Michel
ond L. Beoufot
Main objectives: rapid climatic variability and
North-Söuth connexions; the variability of the
Pacific warm pool. Delays in the preparation
of the project did not permit access to
Indonesian waters. That part of the cruise was
therefore cancelled' Participation and co-

sponsoring by 6 countries and University
cänsortia (France, China, Taiwan, Australia,
Germany, New Zealand). The cruise was still
on-going at the date of the writing this text'
But' im-portant successes were already
achieved: several cores from the Southern
Ocean cover the last 400 to 900 000 years with
30-40 m of sediment; and a 16 m length core
was sampled in the Gulf of Carpentaria
(Northern Queensland, Australia) in 60 m
water depth (on the continental shelf) over a

paleo-lake from the last glacial period'

Selected results obtqined within the context of
the ltvlAGES prcgrom

Six abstracts have been selected from the
AGU, EUG meetings or recent publications to
illustrate progress in the description of past
climatic väriability using records from rapidly
accumulating oceanic sediments. TWo periods
from the lasi glacial-interglacial cycles have
been chosen: ihe Heinrich events of marine
isotopic stage 3 (50 to 15 kyr BP) and the last
interglacial period (130 to 110 kyr BP)'

. Strotificqtion of the photic zone in fte
North Atlontic during Heinrich Events
recorded by plonhonic microfossils

Presented ot AGU foll meeting EOS 77 , F21 , 1996

Quantitative studies of planktonic
assemblages have been conducted in Core
MD9520A (37"48"N-10"10"W) collected
during the IMAGES I cruise on the Iberian
Margin by at+6 m of water depth. The core.is
S7 ni long and spans the last climatic cycle'
Heinrich Eventi are indicated by sharp
increases in magnetic susceptibility' Their
stratigraphic potitiotls in the core are in good
agreement with the oxygen isotoPe
st"ratigraphy. These levels are marked by
synch"ronoüs, pronounced increases in the
ibsolute and relative abundances of:

1) Florisphaera profi mda (coccolith),
2) a colä morphotype of Coccolithus pelagicus
(coccolith)
3) N e o gI ob o q ua dr in a p n chy d er m a (planktonic

foraminit'ern).

Coccolithus pelagicus and N. pachyderma ate.

cold water speciäs which migrated southward
with cold witers produced by melting of ice
during these events. Florisphnera prot'unda.ß a
,"^.ti to temperate water species, which
therefore should not cohabit with the two
former species. Florisphaera prot'und2lives in
the deepest part of the photic zone between
80m and t50m. the fact that these three
species are found together in the sediment
suggests that the cold melt waters were

t0

Fig.2:
ärtrliaution of sereral paleoclimatic proxies along core MD 95 2042 (lberic margin)

A: Marine Isotopic Stages t ti ilitiJr:irä the lnst L5-0"kyr). B: 88o of G. bulloides, a planktic t'oraminifera
cnprics. c,: nosition of the ue:iüiin eiorrti (ot traced by ihe sediment mngnetic susceptibility) D: Relatiae- 

-
'r!r'r'rlä"i,i ai'äil:rii'i', ,illirit:,piaera profunda. E: Reiatiae foraminit'eral distribution ol the potar species N '

pachyderma s. f : föw iield magnetic'susceptibility
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IMAGES
distributed onlyintheupperpart of the photic
zone and that they were lying above warmer
water in the deep photic zone. A strong
inverse thermocline was thus present in the
photic zone during the Heinrich Events
producing a decrease in primary productivity.
Our results indicate that thick tongues of melt
waters reached a latitude of 37" N during
Heinrich events in the North Atlantic.

X. Bour.oorn:, L. Brluronr, O. ClYnr, E. Vttcrl,tr,
Y. Lrrcrror
LGQ.CNRS, CEREGE
I 3545 Aix'en-Provence, Fronce
e-moil: beoufort@orbois.cerege.fr
NJ Srncrlrror.r
Godwin Loborotory, University of Combridge, ÜK I
. Glqciol to Recenl chonges in the flow
rotes of deep wolrer mosses in the Noflh'
Eost Allqntic

Bosed on o presentotion ot EUG Skosbourg Abst.
suppl. l, Terro Novo 9, 611, 1997

Relative flow speeds of major water in the
N.E. Atlantic, have been inferred via the
"sortable silt" grainsize proxy (McCave et al,
1995). Given the conclusion of Le Grand and
Wunsch (1995) that isotopic tracer data at the
LGM are consistent with both modern flow
rates and a circulation rate of half the modern
NADW flux, and that "the central need is for
a data type capable of setting the overall rates
of water movement", the type of data given
here are of unique potential significance.

Records from 12 sites in the lceland,
Rockall and Porcupine basins of the North
East Atlantic, back to at least late stage 3 and
in some cases stage 6 have been studied. The
water masses involved are characterised as
Lower Deep Water (LDW, southern source),
Lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW,
probable Norwegian Sea source), and
Intermediate Water (IW, formed by cooling
south of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge similar
to modern Labrador Sea Water). Water mass
designation is based on published ö13C and
cadmium data. IW on Bjorn Drift south of
Iceland shows a striking increase in speed
during isotopic stage 2 with lower flow
speeds in stage 3 (back to 45 ka) similar to
those from 14 ka to present. On the flanks of
Rockall Bank this water flows rapidly until
the end of the Younger Dryas, then slows.
This is believed to be due to an increased
formation rate of IW during the LGM.
Winnowed coarse silt bands in stage 2 in
Rockall Trough suggests glacial IW formation
in Northern Rockall Trough. The most
probable candidate for glacial LNADW is
found at 2350m on northern Gardar Drift in
the Iceland basin. This shows high speed in
stage 5e, variable speeds with maxima about
the same as modern values during later stage

5, and stages 4 and 3, and a pronounced
decrease between 28 and 18 ka in stage 2.
LDW flow speed is spatially variable. It is at
a minimum during the LGM along the Celtic
Sea continental margin and in the South
Rockall Gap. However in the southern part of
the Iceland Basin, and especially in the
Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone, the stage 2 flow
was at maximum, declining through most of
the Holocene. The slow flow in most places
(except CGFZ) during the LGM suggests a
generally sluggish deep ocean of LDW
overlain by vigourous intermediate water.
This supports the second scenario of Le
Grand and Wunsch.

Full references from the outhor:

l.N. McCryr (mccavr@rsc.crm.rc.ur)
Deportment of Eorth Sciences,
Universitv of Combridqe, Downinq Street,
Combridie, CB2 3Eo; United Kirigdom I

. Ropid Climote ond Oceqn Chonge in
Sontq Bqrboro Bqsin, Colifornio

Results in port presented in Noture 379 243-246,1996

Considerable interest exists about the
nature and mechanisms of rapid global
climate change and of related biospheric

responses. The cores taken at Ocean Drilling
Program Site 893 represent the highest
resolution sedimentary record of ocean
environmental and biotic changes from
anywhere in the ocean over the last 160 kyrs
and are providing unique opportunities to
study rapid climate change.

The Santa Barbara Basin record shows
strong evidence for major instability of the
marine environment and ecosystem offcoastal
California during the late Quaternary
(Kennett & Ingram, 1995; Behl & Kennett,
1996). This instability occurs over a range of
time-scales, but is most dramatically shown in
association with a sequence of 18 Dansgaard-
Oeschger (D/O) climatic oscillations that
occurred during the last 80 kyrs (Behl &
Kennett, 1996). These extremely rapid and
major climatic warming episodes (inter-
stadials) were first recognized in the
Greenland Ice Sheetwhere they have been tied
to synchronous CO, and methane fluctu-
ations. The Santa Barbara Basin record
demonstrates that sea surface temperatures
increased and decreased very rapidly over 50
to 70 years, at both the initiation and
termination of the interstadials, as was the
case in Greenland. This similarity suggests a
remarkably tight coupling between the

aY
äsoo,

1234
laminated - - massive

anoxic - - oxi

Fig. 3 (adapted 't'rom Nature 379, 244, 1996):
Comparison of ODP site 893 (Santa Barbara Basin, California) bioturbation index and benthic

foraminiferal &8O rccords with 88O ice time seies from GISP2
Anoxia wents (laminations) are reported with the same numbering as the warm interstadials in Greenland.
Chronologies t'or GISP2 and site 893 znere indEendently derined. Rndiocnrbon age control points (+) and
SPECMAP data used t'or the site 893 age model are shown to the ighL Thebase ot' each core interual in Hole 893A
is indicated by arrows to the left , Between 500 and 1250 yr may be missing at the two uppermut core bruls .
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IMAGES
atmosphere, the northern hemisPhere
..uorph.." und hydrosphere' ln Santa

Bhbira,oxygen isotope data indicate that sea-

surface temp"eratures initially increased up t9
7"C in <70 years before stabilizing at -4"C
warmer thän before the D/O event' An
.*iiuo.ai"uty feature of this isotopic record

arethe -0.5Voo ö18O overshoots occurring near
the besinning of the interstadials, producing-
u ru*täotfl pittern familiar in other records of

Quaternary climate change'- This- feature

Juseests the involvement of brief' strong
n.äähout" gas feedback mechanisms'
ässociated witi the initiatron and termination
of the interstadials.- in. rapid climate changes are closely
linked witir changes in oxygenation in the

basin as reflected by oscillations between
iu*i"ut.a and nonliminated sediments and

in U"t-tttti. foraminiferal assemblages' These.

ä**,io"t in the benthic environment of
Suntu gu.Uuta Basin were controlled by
oscillations in the oxygenation of intermediate
rvui"* along the Ghfornia margin' The

oscillations 
"between oxic and dysoxic

.onaitiont *.re also exhemely rapid' Bgnthi5

foraminiferal assemblages associated wtth
laminated sediments are dominated by low
o"un.n tolerant taxa including Boliuina tumida

uä Buti^irrlla tenuatn' Assemblages as-

sociated with non-laminated sediments
,uoi.tf of cooler episodes are dominated by
täxa typical of oxygenated waters'

Full references ovoiloble from the outhor:

J.P. KrHr.rtn (rwlrr@nst'ucsr'rou)'
l. Hrrov, K. Clrt.tmtrro
ö"p"rt*""1"t Geologicol Sciences ond Morine

Fig.4:
'lso,irorrronbetweenthe oxy-gen-isotop':'.',odf:-o,-:,"":.::',Y1f::'::i::ü:::1:::ffi:,
'^ff:;;;ä::;W,;i,;;K:;ä;;;;[14;i;:"$:t,o:y:i':.:!:i:::l:i:,"onic roraminifera)

;;;;";;;tbi;nio*G,ob-rii'aQ'stzr\??l!"1:"'l!l!:::r:I!,',f;')
'i"'i,,if,#'lr'!{,i'äi,ä'i# ä,i,i fös)n i'itip'iotot'i'!::"^iy'.:*il,y.'},i:::'':'#"#f,:;':1,f,
',iii',!,',')',,'!,äi'f,ii,'^'li,iü'i'ii'!'"' 'iiä'Äiy'i/,,ifi'1'1'l,:::,^:i!::1.^:0.,::::ä^o^i::;:i,f;:''tr"[ ii-rittti tt ot. iögtt. Tie lines assign periods of sttong

1::::i,il;xiffiin'#L:1,ä;':if#;1,'Ä,'i'f{"foi!,!*ii"i,'k; ;;' i,"i'iti"t'" iiNt pi"ivi"*' dnt
trade wind induced uPwelling'p[ä-titrirtiiiin*oi* inteisüiaiarc as recorded in the Greenland ice cap'

Science lnstitute,
Universitv of Colifornio,
Sonto Borboro, USA

R. Btxt
Deportment of Geologicol Sciences'
Colifornio Stote Universit;l,
Long Beoch, USA

r Soulhern qnd Northern Hemisphere-
climoric chonges: synchronous or nol ?

odooted from EUG Strosbourg Abst suppl' 1 ' Terro

Novo 9, 613,1997 ond Poleoceonogrophy rn press

High resolution records of planktonic
foraminifera abundances and stable isotopes

oJ benthic and planktic foraminifera in late

ötui"rr,u.y sediment cores from the South

Ättu.tti. häve raised the question wheth-er

climate and circulation changes in the

Southern Hemisphere are synchronous or
offset from those in the North' This question is

uäry i*pottu"t for the discussion of possible
foriine and response mechanisms in the

.*rtJof global ilimate change 1d1s-c3ss9$
ior "."*pL Uy Imbrie et al' (1992,1993) with
respect tä ttre Vitantovitch forcing' Recent

*oit . on.tirnute changes on sub-Milankovitch
frequencies suggesti that the Southern
u"Äitpn"t. ,niä." ocean has not varied

12

svnchronously with respect to Northern
Fiemisphere ciimate fluctuations (Charles et

al.1996).- 
X"r,.l records of the 'cold-water'

olanktonic foraminifera Neogloboquadrinn

ioriuau*o (sinistral) recovered from the
'C"n[u.U upwelling system off Namibia
,.uäl "u"nit 

of strong upwelling at sub-

Milankovitch frequencies during lE ltt
eLcial beriod bedeen 70 and 10 kyr BP ' The

iiming of these rapid fluctuations in relative

uü"näun." of N. pächyderma (sin), conshained
bv radiocarbon datings, implies that s-trong

#ind-dtiu.n upwelling events in the South
Atlantic o.crn"ä simultaneously with warm
o.riods in the Northern hemisPhere'
äocumented in Creenland ice cores' This

itt"r"to." tnpports the finding of Charles et al'
(tqgO). fhe cöirelation between 'PSlevents

iPeriods of high abundances of N' pachyderma

rit-,ltt.ut) and"climate changes known as the

Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles, su.ggests large

scale"climatic teleconnections between the

North Atlantic and South Atlantic surface
circulation related to the trade wind systems'

Based on the timing of 'PSlevents younger
than 50 kyr BP relative to ice core warm
interstadials, we assume that during periods
of increased southeast trade wind intensity the

northward transfer of subtropical surtace
waters enhanced the cross-equatorial heat

transport. The increased supply of warm
watei to the Northern high latitudes via the

Gulf Stream may have favoured the rapid
warming of NorthernHemisphere climate on

millennial time scales and increased the
i"nrr..u of moisture to the higher latitudes'
acceleräting the growth of continental ice

sheets. Thiä scenario implies that Northern
and Southern Hemisphere asynchronous
behaviour at suborbital timescales relies on

nrr.trratio.tt in northward cross-equatorial
h"ut trunroort into the North Atlantic forced

bv the subtropical hade wind system'

Full ,"f"r.n.., from the outhors:

R. ScxHtto:n
Fochbereich Geowissenschotten
Universitöt Bremen, 28334 Bremen, Germony

M. Lmu
Geoloqv & GeoPhYsics
Ü.i""Ä,ry of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JW' I
Scotlond. United Kingdom

. A hioh resolution record of mqrine mid'
lotitudi Sd/Se/Ierminotion ll:
;;;f";; ind deep woler ProPerlies in fte
weslern Norlh Atlontic.

Derived in port from o presentotion ot AGU Son

FÄn.i'.o, fos suPPl. 77 , 46, F15, 1996

As part of IMAGES,aS2'7 meter sediment

.or. tu, collected from the Bermuda Rise

(MD95-2036, 33o41"N, 57"35"W, 4462m water
Jepth), a hieh sedimentation drift deposit
,til.r" itotopL stage 5e occurs at 43 m depth'
We have ttudi"d itage 5e and the adiacent

.hrnate bor*daries in äetail for planktonic and

benthic ö18O, benthic Cdlca, planktonic
ioru*ittif".u fragmentation, sediment colot
unJ rnr,o-Uusei accumulation rates' The
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Bermuda Rise ToCaCO, record and cenhal
Greenland ör8O correlate in detail for
interstadials during marine stages 3-5a.
Significant variability is also seen throughout
stage 5, but there are no substantial fluchrations
withinpeak5e. justprior to peak5e, an abrupt
12.kyr cessation of NADW supply to this site
is observed. Late in 5e (about 118 kyr BP), there
is a rapid shift in oceanic conditions in the
western North Atlantic which has not been
previously documented. Within a 2 cm interval,
%CaCQ drops abruptly, and clay flux, CdlCa
Tofragmentation and red color intensity rise
abruptly. These data indicate a coincident
increase both in the proportion of southern
source waters and recirculation-derived clay
supply. The rise in Cd/Ca, carbonate flux, and
red color are short-lived, occurring over less
than 8 cm (-400 yrs). Immediately after this
evenf benthic El8Obegins a steady descentinto
marine isotope stage 5d.

Jrss AoxtHsr, Eo Bovttr, Ltovo Krtcwtt.t2, Ersl
€onruo3
l: MlT. Boston leobovle@mit.edu), 2: WHOI,
Whoodr Hole i: CF{, Gif-sur-Yvette, Fronce I

Fig.5:
Details of the proxy records ftom core MD 95 2036

(Bermuda Rise) for the last interglacial petiod,
plotted against age (kyi :

planktonic(A) and benthic G) foraminiferal isotopic
records; chnnges in CaCO, as recorded in the gtay sule;

CdlCa ratio inbenthic ioraminifera (D);proportion ot'

fragments of foraminifera (E), an index for dissolution;
balance between red and yellow in the color reflectance

spectra (F), a proxy for the mineralogicnl chnnges

between clay and carbonate content (G)

IfvrAGES

r Climoüe voriqbility in the lost interglociol

The Nordic Seas is an important area for
water mass formation and transformation.
Oceanic heat flux (The Nordic Heat Pump)
strongly modifies regional climate. Convection
and advection provide deep and intermediate
water that circulates into the Arctic and Atlantic
Oceans. It is also an area of maior freshwater
fluxes, shong fronts and intensive mixing. This
makes the Nordic Seas potentially very
sensitive to various forcings, with possible
rgsulting stronginfluence on the global ocean
circulation. Here we document that during the
previous interglacial period SST in this region
was highly variable with a sequence of high
amplitude fluctuations in heat flux and
circulation style. This contrasts the more stable
situation of the present interglacial. I

Fig.6:
Comparison of insolation curoe (65"11, Iune, left)
andproxy temperature recods ftom coreNAST-2S in
theNortheast Atlantic at 54"N (Cortiio et al,Nature
372, 446-44ü and EasternNorwegnn Sea core ODP
644 at 66"1l{ (Fronttal and lansen,Nature 383, 806-810)

for the last interglacial.
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